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CliAPTSR I

INTRODUCTION

Animal orientation may be defined as the ability of ani;Tial3

to find their \my. Griffin (15 52) claGsified it as follows:

landmark orientation: reliance upon landmarks in or near

familiar territory; compass orientation: maintenance of a cer-

tain direction by reference to celestial bodies; and 'navigation:

ability to choose the correct homeward direction in unfamiliar

territory. It is well knovm that celestial cues provide the

information to an animal for maintenance of the direction in

the second case, and there is good evidence that the third

process occurs (Sclxraidt-I-oenig, 1S55). ITius it is obvious

that there must exist some ability to compensate for the chaiige

in azimuth of these celestial bodies. This time-compensation

is possible because animals have internal clocks (Moffman, 1965),

Although much work has been done on orientation in animals

(Cold Spring Harbor Symposia I-CCV, IS'60; Ergeb. der Biol.

XXVI, 1963; Anim.al Orientation and I'avigation, 1967), m.any

problems, particularly in long-range orientation, remain lAnre-

solved. One of these is the question of the distribution and

character of celestial orientation am.ong species, genera, and



classes of vertebrates. Much evideiice has been obtained with

arthropods and birds, but little has been reported for the

lov^er vertebrate classes.

There are considerable data that turtles are capable

of landmark orientation (Ortleb and Sexton, 1964). There are

also some reports that turtles are capable of compass orienta-

tion and perhaps of navigation by inenns of celestial cues

(Gould, 1957, 1959; Fischer, 1964). However, Rmlen (1965)

could find no evidence to support either of these in Chrys eiays

picta , one of the species which Gould (19 59) reported to be

capable of navigation.

A terrestrial turtle that seems to be appropriate for

orientation study is the gopher tortoise, Gopheru s polyphemus

,

found in the southeastern United States. It makes burrows in

which it dwells. These burrows provide relatively constant

conditions of temperature and humidity, and are goals to which

the tortoise regularly returns after foraging. Because these

goals are smiall targets, the tortoises must have a precise

means of finding them. Tliis situation does not hold for other

terrestrial or- pond turtles, in which the hom.ing drive may be

only to regain contact v/ith a somevfhat diffused home range.

Other advantages offered by the gopher tortoise as a subject



for orientation studies are that it is slow-ip.oving, and thus

easier to track accurately; and that it is diurnal, wliich

permits the elimination of nocturnal celestial cues from

consideration.

The aims of the present study have been as follci/s:

1. To establish the size of the home range in a

population, in order to restrict the field of

search for the cues './hich the tortoises may use

for short-range orientation.

2. To determine some of the short-range cues used.

3. To detennine the presence and accuracy of the

internal clocks of the gopher tortoise.

4. To determine the existence and nature of any

celestial orientation mechanism in this species.



CHAPTEl II

I-I0M2 RANGE

There are several reasons for deterraining the home

range of a population of gopher tortoises prior to studying

the orientation mechanism itself. If it is found that the

aniraal moves only short distances in its daily or seasonal

v/anderings then cues that are effective only over great dis-

tances can be discounted and attention focused upon the

local cues. Second, if tlie home range can be cliarl}' de-

terained, then the set of stimuli potentially available to

the tortoise for orientation can better be determined.

Tnird, allowance can clearly be made for the fact that the

tortoise may use more complex: forms of orientation outside

its home range but may rely upon simpler forms of orientation

witliin its home range.

Home range is defined by Eurt (1943) as "the area,

usually aroxmd a home site, over v;hich the animal normally

travels in search of food." Homing cues are probably more

plentiful inside the home range than outside it. In any case,

successful return to the burrow m.ust require fairly specific

guidance information.

4



Method

A common method of determining the limits of a home

range is to mark and release the animal, then to recapture

it repeatedly. Because the gopher tortoise lives in a long,

deep burrow, and when disturbed might remain in the burrow

for at least four vzeeks, this method was not used. Instead,

each of nineteen inhabited burrows at the Gainesville Munici-

pal Airport (Alachua Co., T 9S, R 20E, S 24) V7as excavated,

leaving the m.outh and first four feet undisturbed. The

tortoise was displaced a short distance from the mouth and

allowed to v/ander for a period up to thirty minutes. Each

tortoise was displaced six to ten times. Successful return

to the hom.e burro;; ^/as taken to mean that the tortoise T/as

familiar \jith the intermediate area. The m.axim.um displace-

ment that still resulted in successful homing \.'as regarded

as an indicator of the size of the home range.



Results

In settin3 up the tests it was foreseen that three

results might be obtained. First, the tortoise could return

to its ho:ne burrow. Second, it could move to another burrow.

Third, the tortoise might v/ander but net go to any burrow,

even though its movements took it near burro'.rs that appeared

to be suitable. All three of these results 'v/ere obtained,

although under somewhat different circumstances.

The first possibility occurred x/hen the displacement

from the home burrow was 2.3 to 30 meters. The maximum dis-

placement for an individual that resulted in a return to the

home burrov; varied directly v;ith its age, deterrained by

carapace length (Figure 1). This distance corresponded pre-

cisely v/itli the maximuia distance between the home burrow and

the feeding areas. The feeding areas v/ere apparent because

of the closely-cropped vegetation. The tortoises had clearly

delineated trails between their feeding areas and the home

burrov^s.

The second possibility \/as obtained when a tortoise

was displaced just beyond the feeding area. Tortoises with

carapace lengths less than 12 cm proved to have no other

burrows beyond the feeding area, but the larger tortoises



Figure 1. Relations of the size of tortoises anc the raaximum

distances displaced from home burrov;s wliich result-
ed in direct return. Line is least-squares re-

<2;res3ion.
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headed toward one of a number of other burrows. These burrows

were from 6 . 7 to 100 meters from the home burrow. Tne dis-

tance from the home burrow to the most distant other burrow

vas directly related to the age, expressed as carapace len-th

(Figure 2). There were few trails between the feeding areas

and these other burrows. Such trails were much less distinct

than the trails near the home burrow.

;rne_n the tortoise v/as displaced further from the home

burrow than the most distant secondary burrow, the third

possibility was realized. Small tortoises without other

burrows gave this result when displaced beyond their feeding

areas.



Figure 2. Relations of the size of tortoises and the

distance betvreen the home burro'.f and the most
distant other burrovr (p. 9 ). Line is least-
squares regression.
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Discussion

From the data, the dimensions of the home range of

G. polyphemus may be estimated by several methods. The

direct homing distance, which correlated v/ell vrith the dis-

tance betv/een the outer edge of the feeding areas and the

home burrow, may be used as an indication of either the

radius or the diameter of the home range, depending upon

whether the home burrov/ v/as centrally or eccentrically

located. Tliis gave a home range area of 14.2 m^ for the

smallest tortoises and 6447 m^ for the largest tortoises,

providing that the burrow \;as centrally located. In the

case of eccentrically located buri'ows, the hom.e range areas

varied from 4 m.- to 1659 m^. If, on the other hand, the

distance to the most distant other burrow is used as the

criterion, then with a central burrow the home range is from

4 m^ to 31,400 m2.

Oliver (1954) stated that G. polyphemus seldom

vjanders further than 100 feet from the burrow, but this does

not help to resolve the question of which criterion to use.

The home range of G. agassizi i varies from 10 to 100 acres

in south^restern Utah. Differences in the size of the home

ranges of these two species are undoubtedly attributable to
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1) differences betv/een the species, 2) cifferences in distri-

bution of the food supply, and 3) to cifferences in the

methods by which 1/oodbury and Hardy (1943) and I made the

estimates involved. Their data does suggest that direct

homing distance underestimates the size of the home range,

and that calculations using the maximijm distance to another

burrov give a more valid area.

Further evidence of the value of distance to other

burrows as a criterion of tiie size of the home range is

suggested by. the data of Blair (1951) on Peronyscus polionotus

1 euGo c

o

pha lus , The home range of this mouse nonnally contained

20 burrov/s. A mouse ^rould rely upon five or six of these to

escape predators. A parallel situation is obvious in the

gopher tortoise. Blair (1951) also found that the animal was

lihely to be recaptTired mere often in certain parts of its

home range than others, suggesting tliat not all parts of its

hom.e range are equally utilized. The areas used more often

were generally near the present home site.

It could be argued that the tortoise spends most of

its time above ground near the home burrow, and only occasion-

ally wanders to the extremes of its home range. Tlie trail

systems are well m.aintained near the burrow, but few obvious
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trails are found bet^/eon the hone burrow and the secondary

burrows. If this interpretation is correct then several

questions are raised. Idiich tortoise constructed the secon-

dary burrows? Does a tortoise construct several burrov7s in

succession and then abandon them in favor of other burrows

v/hich are built nearby? Cr are these alternate burrows the

work of tortoises that made them and then died or e-:iigrated

during courtship, or at some other time?

Tlie follov.'ing circumstantial observations support

the idea that a tortoise v^ill construct a number of burrows.

In one biarrow with a length of only 4 feet, a 20.3 cm tortoise

was found. Tnis burrow was extremely short for a tortoise of

that size in that area. Also, there was little dung in the

burrov; and no arthropods were present. In another case a

tortoise was tahen from a long burrow (13 feet) in which there

vrere few arthropods, and in i^hich the grass in the mound piled

at the mouth V7as still green, indicating that the burrovj had

been recently constiucted.

On the other hand, there is also considerable evidence

that tortoises '.v'ill remain in their burrows for considerable

lengths of time. Of IS tortoises that were returned to their

home burrows after these had been excavated, four were fovmd

in these same burrows eight months later. In each case the
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tortoise had extended its burrow beyond its original iGngth.

Three other tortoises were recovered in freshly dug burrov's--

each of which had little or no dung at the bottom. Two tor-

toises were recovered from burrows which had been regarded

as secondary burrov;s during the displacement tests. The

burrov/ing history of the other seven tortoises was not Ino'.m.

\rhy would a tortoise normally abandon a burrow?

Envirorunental conditions affect the habitability of the

burrow. If the surrounding food supply decreased below a

certain threshold the tortoise vrould have to emigrate. Also,

if a tortoise wandered far afield during courtship and was

not strongly motivated to return, or was unable to regain its

home range, the burrow would be abandoned.

From the above I conclude that the home range of the

gopher tortoise is relatively small. The larger tortoises are

familiar with the positions of a number of secondary burrows,

but it is not clear whether these burrows are the product of

one tortoise or of several. Obviously, much work needs to be

done on even some of the fundamental aspects of the life history

of this species.



CHAPTEa III

SHORT- Publics ORIEl^TATION

The most readily observed feature of the home range

of Gorherus polyphemus . besides the burrov?, is the trail

system converging on most of the burrovrs. Tl:ie trails

appear to be of primary importance in the short-range orien-

tation of the gopher tortoise. The fundamental question as

to hov7 the original trail-blazing orientation vras achieved

still remains obscure. Once laid, the trails may provide

visual, olfactory, and tactile cues.

In general, turtles have a good sense of vision (Walls,

1?42) , although they are probably not as sensitive as birds

and mammals. Tliey are able to discriminate form (Casteel,

1911) and color (Quaranta, 1952). Furthermore, most studies

on turtle orientation have regarded visual cues as most im-

portant (Ortleb and Sexton, 1964).

Although olfaction has been shovm to be important in

the orientation of other lovrer vertebrates (fish: VJisby and

Hasler, 1954, Groot, 1965; salamanders: Twitty, 1959), no

experiment has yet sho\m that this sense is important in

16
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turtle orientation. However, a mxriber of reports suggest

that olfaction may be important in the life of many species

of turtles: Poliakov (1930) ccncUtioned three European pond

turtles, Snys orbicularis , and Boycott and Guillery (1962)

conditioned red- eared turtles, Pseudemys scripta elegans , to

discriminate betvjeen organic compounds. Allard (1949)

attempted and failed to demonstrate that box turtles,

Terrapene Carolina , could discriminate bet'^ree-U burlap-wrapped

rocl;s and fish. Crtleb and Se;<ton (1964) '..'ere unable to show

that the painted turtle, Chrysemys picta , could distinguish

betv/een "aromatic" u-ater, i.e., water in which plants were

grovm, and plain tap water,

Eglis (1962) described head-bobbing movements in tor-

toises when they were presented with a novel food item. He

had no other reasonable hypothesis for this behavior and

attributed it to an olfactory response. Auffenberg (1965,

1966) described similar head-bobbing in three species of

tortoises ( Geochelone carbonaria , Geo ch el one denticulata,

and Gophoru s polyphemus ) during courtship. He attributed

this to a visual recognition cue evolved from the original

responses to olfactory stimuli. He further ceiTionstrated

o

the importance of olfaction in tortoise courtship by rubbing



cloacal secretions on the rear of a skeletonized shell and

eliciting attempts at mounting by a male. Based on experi-

mental evidence, Weaver (1967) concluded that in Gopherus

berlandieri head-bobbing vras primarily an olfactory response.

Electrophysiological recordings from the nasal epithelium of

G. polyphemus (Thicker, 1963) dencnstrated that stimulation

by amyl acetate, benzyl amine, butyric acid, and geranoil

elicited neural responses. These observations clearly show

the potential importance of olfaction in the life of turtles,

Any short-range orientation by the gopher tortoise

probably involves the use of visual or olfactory cues. Be-

cause the trails surrounding the burrows can provide such

cues, I regarded the trails as the primary source of short-

range orientation inforrriation to the tortoise.
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rlethocis and Hat erials

Ebcperiments with Artificial Trails

In on attempt to dctenaine whether running on famil-

iar trails T;:ould account for the successful short range

orientation of the gopher tortoise, I raade test trails out-

side the home range of the experimental subjects. Before a

tortoise establishes a distinct trail system around the bur-

row, it must be able to return to the burrow, and if the

trails are the impcrtaut devices by './hich the retvirn is

made, the tortoise must be able to follow cues imich are

not obvious to a hu^Tian observer. To test this possibility,

trails which were discernable to me only as strips of bent-

dov.Ti grass were formed by dragging a sandbag in a series of

straight lines, each 60 feet long, through a grassy field.

Each of ten tortoises \7as tested on one of these trails.

The trail systems surrovmding most burrov/s were

much mere distinct than the artificial trails formed by

dragging the sandbag. To simulate a v^ell-established trail

a series of straight paths 60 feet long were cut with a

grass clipper in the grassy field. Each of ten tortoises

was tested on a single trail. Tlie natural trail systems of
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the tortoise consist of intersecting paths, rather than of

a series of straight trails. To approximate this concition

in the experiment artificial trails were cut at right angles

to the original cut trails.

Anotlier series of c\at trails were made to investigate

behavior on complex trail systems in another v/ay. Tl^cse V7ere

Y-shaped, vrith each arm 2 feet long. Tne floors of two of

the arms v/ere covered with Benchkote, a paper that is absorbent

on one side and has a plastic coating on the other side. Tliis

permitted the manipulation of possible odor trails by m.oving

the Benchkote. Ten of these trails were provided for tests

with each of tvrelve tortoises. Tlie starting positions and

the arm do\/n wliich the tortoise was to be forced to run were

predetermined and all tortoises followed the same sequence of

starting positions and turns.

Procedure

Each tortoise vzas placed at one end of a straight

trail and the distance it travelled before it completely

left the trail was recorded. For the indistinct trails,

where there vras potential directional information from the

warp of the grass, each tortoise was started at both ends of

the trail.
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Each tortoise vras placed at the end of the trails cut

at right angles to the straight trail, and '.ras permitted to

move covai tliis trail and turn onto the straight trail. ITie

tortoise was tested once on each of ten of tliese intersecting

trails to deteiinine whether it irould follo'>7 the original

straight trail. After testing the tortoise was forced to

run the length of th.e straight trails five mere times. Tv;o

days elapsed between the forced runs dowm the straight trail

and the testing on the side trails. After fifteen forced runs

and two tests had been recorded the nares of five animals were

blocl'.ed with Carbo\;ax 3000 and Carbov/ax 15C0 (in the ratio of

3:1). Tlie other five animals were used as a control. Both

groups ''ere then rotested.

In the tests on the Y-trails the tortoises ^;ere

started at the uncovered branch and i:ere forced to turn right

or left on the Bench^;ote according to a predetermined secpience,

After five of these forced runs a tortoise was permitted to

choose bet^'een the two directions. A turn in the direction

of the forced run was recorded as a positive response. Tliis

same procedure was repeated for a total of t-jenty forced

runs and four test runs. Tortoises i;^ere not tested immedi-

ately after the forced runsj an interval of a day elapsed

betv/eai the two types of runs.
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T-raen a series of tests ^-/as completed the Benchkote

vras reversed and the tortoises were retested. Then the

original orientation of the Benchkote flooring v/as restored

and each tortoise was forced five more times. Tae next day

the tortoises v/ere divided into t^jo groups. The nares of

one group were blocked with Carbo^/ax. The other group was

used as a control. Both groups were then retested.

Laboratory Experiments

Materials

To investigate the possibility that olfactory stimuli

provide orientation information, the tortoises v/ere tested in

a T maze, the inside of which had been coated with v/hite fiber-

glass resin. The rum;ay was 24 inches long and choice arais

extended 12 inches to either side. All passageways were 11

inches wide, thus permitting the tortoises to turn around, and

all had walls 3 inches high. An aluminum door separating the

starting box (0" x 11") from the rest of the maze was kept

closed until the start of each trial, at which time it w^as

rem.oved. The maze v^as roofed Mxth 1/4 inch mesh harcvrare

cloth, covered with opaque plastic tape to minimize visual

cues that might confuse the turtles.
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Each choice am led into a "vroocen box with the same

dimensions as the starting box. One of these boxes served

as a home for each tortoise at least a week before starting

the tests; the other was a dimmy box in \7hich a tortoise had

never been kept. To the insides of both boxes several coats

of white fiberglass resin were applied to prevent penetration

of ocorants into tlie wooden floor. I11 the home box food and

v/ater were provided at all times, except during the tests.

Procedure

The home box and each neutral box \7eve attached to

the ends of the choice arms. 2ach tortoise tested ''./as

placed in the starting box with the alxrainum door in place.

The position of the home box was randomly alternated from

side to side between tests. The tortoise \jas subjected to

the heat generated by a 150 H infra-red bulb hung over the

starting box. The length of time the tortoise was retained

in the starting box varied from 2 to 15 minutes, depending

on the ambient temperature, llhen the animal attem.pted to

escape, the door '.ras removed and the trial begun.

Continuous observations were made during each trial.

Records ^/ere made of the choice tal:en, of the time spent at

the choice point, of any head-bobbing behavior, of putting



the snout cIot.ti on the floor, and of any unusual behavior

patterns. A choice \ras not recorded until the tortoise had

moved co^.Tn one of the maze arms far enough so that it vias no

longer visible from the starting box. l;o time limit V7as

placed on a trial, because the tortoises often showed con-

siderable hesitation at the choice point, not related to

correctness of choice.

After each trial the tortoise vas placed in its home

box until the next run. In a fev7 cases I varied the procedure,

placed a tortoise in a neutral box after it had made a negative

choice, but this had no obvious effect on subsequent tests.

Between trials the T maze was 'jashed with Alconox solution

and thoroughly rinsed with distilled water to minimize

extraneous odors. Before each trial the home was wiped

out v;ith paper to^^els to eliminate huiiiidity and visual marks

of dung or food. Tlie neutral box v;as also wiped out with

paper tov/els to control for odorants on the tovreling itself.

To maximize the amount of any odorant deposited by the

tortoise, the floors of the choice arms were covered with

Benchkote. It v^as assumed that the tortoise deposited a

scent trail as it walked over the Benchkote. Tliis "scented"

Benchkote was subsequently placed in the positive choice

arm, i.e., on the same side as the home box.
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Results

Artificial Trail Sjcperinents

The tortoises placed on the indistinct trails (p. 19)

invariably followed them for short distances before wandering

off. Although the distances travelled on the trails vere so

small that they could be attributed to chance, no statistical

test of their significance \7as found to bo appropriate, llie

distaiices travelled co^ai the grain of bent grass (mean = 5.7 ft,

+ S.S. ^ 1.5 ft.) ;/ere not significantly different from those

travelled against the grain (mean = 3,2 ft -j^ S.S. = 1.1 ft),

although the tortoises appeared to follov7 the trails somewhat

longer in the direction of the bend of the grass. Tlie tor-

toises stayed on the distinct trails for significantly greater

distances (mean=22.5 ft j^ S.E. 7.0 ft) than they did on the

indistinct trails (t-test, P < .05).

The tortoises placed on the side trails, after being

forced dovm the straight trails, turned in the same direction

onto the straight trails as they had been forced, with fre-

quencies significantly different from random (z:=3.70, P<

.0001). It is clear that this significance applies to the

behavior of half of the group of tortoises, the other half

chose randomly (Table 1). \Jhen the external nares were

bloched, random choices were made (Table 2).
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Table 1. Preference of tortoises to turn onto a straight
trail in the same direction in which they had
been forced previously on the straight trail
(positive choice), "fhe data represent the
number of positive choices out of ten.

SiAbject Nvunber of positive z score
choices after ten
forced runs

Si'V 2 10 2.85

AC 3 10 2.85

JJ 1 10 2.35

SF 1 9 2.21

A 15 9 2.21

AG 1 6 0.32

^< 1 5 0.00

A 19 4 -0.32

SFV 1 4 -0.32

F 1 3 -0.95

z ~Tr.70~"

z

3.70

P < 0.001
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Table 2. Comparison of preferences of tortoises to turn
onto a straight trail in the ssi-ne direction tiiat

they had been forced previously with nares blocked
V7ith v/ax and unblocked.

Mares Blocked

X 1

JJ 1

SFV 1

SFV 2

AC 1

Subject Number of positive z score
choices after fifteen
forced n-ins

SF 1

AG 3

F 1

A 19

A 15

10
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On the Y-trails the results v;ere similar to those

obtained on the side trails (Table 3). Tliere vras a gradual

improvenent in the turning of the tortoise toward the train-

ing direction i/ith a greater nxjmber of forced trials. Again,

half of the subjects showed this improvenent while the choices

of the other half was not different from random. Blocking

the nose with wax destroyed the direction preference (z=0.99

P >.iO). Reversing the Benchkote which covered the floors

of the choice anr.s, however, did not cause the tortoises to

reverse their preferred choices. Instead, they turned non-

randomly (z=1.79, i^ < .05) in the same direction as previously.

Laboratory Experiments

Analysis of results in the T maze tests showed no

significant preference for the home box (Table 4). Behavioral

differences were observed between trials resulting in the

choice of the home box and those v;hich did not. Tliese dif-

ferences related mainly to the amount of head-bobbing (mean

for positive trials = 7.0, for negative trials = 3.2) and

lowering the snout on the substrate (mean for positive trials

= 5.6, for negative trials - 2.2). Tlxere was also some dif-

ference in the am.ount of time spent at the choice point

(mean for positive trials » 20.9 min. , for negative trials

-3.3 min.).
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Table 3. I'-references of tortoises to turn in the same
direction in V7hich they had previously been
forced to turn on Y-shaped trails (positive
choice) . 'riie ranhed data represent the
number of positive choices out of ten trails
on ten separate Y-trails per tortoise.

Immber of fo rced runs before testin?>

5 10 15 20
Ho . _z Ho . z Mo .

7 0.95 9 2.21 8

7 0.95 3 1.53 3

7 0.95 7 0,95 3

6 0.32 6 0.32 7

6 0.32 6 0,32 7

6 0.32 6 0.32 6

6 0.32 6 0.32 6

6 0.32 S 0.32 6

5 0.00 6 0.32 6

5 0.00 5 0.00 6.

4 -0.32 5 0.00 5.

4 -0.32 5 0.00 4

z 3.31 5.66 7.92 10.12

- 1.10 2.24 2.29 2.92

P <0.14 <0.01 <0.01 <0.002
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Discussion

The results of the tests on the "indistinct" trails

suggest that these vzere not very effective orientation

stimuli. Perhaps the weak trails lacked some factor that

a tortoise recognizes as being indicative of a trail. Re-

peated testing of a tortoise on the same trail resulted in

a slight improvement in trail-follovring, perhaps because the

trails became increasingly mere distinct. Althoiigh there vjas

a slight improvement in trail-following v/hen the tortoise was

going with the direction of the bend of the grass, rather

than against it, there was no significant difference (t

test, F >.05) because of the short distances travelled.

This suggests that weak tactile or visual stimulation is of

little use to the tortoise for orientation.

The cut trails, on the other hand, were readily

followed over significantly greater distances (t tost, P<.05)

distances than on the indistinct trails. Tliis suggests that

strong tactile or visual stimuli can direct the tortoises

along the path of least resistance. This may explain the

formation of the distinct trails near the burrows.

The short side trails cut into the straight cut

trails Were vnade to see whether tortoises vrhich had vrandered
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dovni the straight trails \;ould turn onto one of these trails

after being placed on the side trails. Tliey did indeed turn

consistently onto the trails suggesting that the features

of the trails themselves stimulated the tortoise directly.

It is unlikely that they utilized a kinesthetic pattern for

this. An interesting side result was obtained. In a signi-

ficant number of cases (z - 3.70, P < .0001) tortoises turned

doi-.Ti the straight trail in the same direction in which they

had headed when tested on the straight trail alone. Uith

very little experience the tortoises had learned to travel

in a particular direction. Cues that may have controlled

this behavior could have been either a scent trail with

directional properties deposited by the tortoises during the

straight-trail tests, or landmarks such as clumps of grass

or the tree-line. Still another possibility was that the

straight trails chanced to nan in a direction matching an

innate direction preference (e.g., sun compass). The latter

possibility seems unlikely because of the pronounced vari-

ability of direction preference among individual tortoises

Cp. 80).

To test the possibility that the tortoises use odor

trails, the nares of five specimens were blocked with wax.

This resulted in the loss of directional preference estab-
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lislied in earlier series. Control animals with the n^res un-

plugged retained and improved their preference for the di-

rection they had travelled cov/n the straight trail. Much

individual variation existed within each of these two groups.

The rigorous analysis with the ;i test indicated that

only half of the tortoises showed this preference; they did

it so strongly that one could get the impression that, on

the average, the entire group was deironstrating a direction

preference. Still another test v^as necessary.

The experiment was repeated on Y-trails. Each tor-

toise was started from a different position on each of a

series of these trails to minimize any possible use of a

solar compass in the directional choice. The tortoises

turned in the correct direction significantly greater (2 =

2.92, P < .002) than random expectation. Again, only half of

the animals shewed a strong directional preference; vrith their

nares blocked with vrax their preference was lost. Thus, the

tortoises showed comparable results on the two types of trails,

However, vjhen the Benchhote that covered the floor of the

clioice arms of the Y-trails was changed to the negative run-

way, the tortoises did not reverse their preferred directions,

but retained a preference for the original choice. This
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suggests that blocking the nares v.dth wax, rather than merely

preventing olfactory input, upset the tortoises' behavior.

These data suggest that for short-range orientation visual

cues are more important to the tortoise than olfaction. Tlie

tortoises seem to learn the landmarks at each choice point

after only a few experiences. Tlie observation that only

half of the subjects showed a direction preference in the

experiments is attributed to individual variation in learning

ability and motivation.

The lack of evidence for the use of olfaction in

short-range orientation, as revealed in the preceding tests,

does not exclude the possibility that it is used by Gopherus .

The T maze tests were designed to eliminate all stimuli except

olfactory ones. The lack of preference for the home box in the

T maze parallels the findings of Boycott and Guiller)' (1962),

but the differences in head-bobbing and snout-lovering be-

tween successful end unsuccessful trials suggests that olfaction

may be involved. The time spent at the choice point was also

longer in two cases for the successful trials, although the

rates of bobbing and lowering were actually less than for the

unsuccessful trials, suggesting that these responses may not

be accurate indicators of olfactory input or that tortoises
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iiiisuccessful in picking up the odoi's kept trying but sliov'ed

the response only './hen they could perceive the odors. These

data suggest that, although the tortoise raay be capable of

perceiving olfactory stimuli which they themselves have pro-

duced, either the experimental conditions were not appropriate

to elicit this behavior or the tortoises do not rely upon

olfactory cues for directional infoimation.

The tortoises in the present study may not have de-

posited the usual scent cues, although dung was occasionally

deposited. \T\ien this was left for a subsequent trial by that

tortoise, most of the tortoises showed no reaction to its

presence. Cne appeared to avoid the side with the dung on

it, but this avoidance was not seen the next day. Possibly

dehydration or decomposition of an aversive odorant altered

the stimulus properties of the dung. Rehydration with dis-

tilled water did not restore the original aversion.

The tortoises also urinated on the Benchkote during

some of the trials. One tortoise, izith its nose blocked with

wax, followed the urine- soaked trails ten tim^es in ten runs.

The result v/as not conclusive because the urine made dark

spots on the floor. It seems likely that the tortoise fol-

lo^7ed the visual cues.



Although the number of tortoises tested in each of

these experiments was not large, the conclusion is inescap-

able that visual cues provide the primary directional informa-

tion to the tortoise. These may be rapidly learned under

novel conditions. Although only slight evidence that olfac-

tion was used as a directional stimulus, the possibility

remains. Perhaps v;ith appropriate training techniques the

tortoises can subsequently be shovm to utilize olfactory

stimuli as supplementary short-range cues.
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CHAPTER IV

BIOLOGICAL CLOCK

Although Gould (1957,1559) suggested that turtles

utilize the sun for orientation, he did not examine tlieir

internal chronometer. If a mechanism of celestial orienta-

tion is to be functional for a long time over a long distance,

the organism must corapensate for the characteristically and

continually changing angle betvreen the sun's azimuth and the

goal direction. Tlie procedure of resetting the internal

clock by changing the beginning and end of the light -dark

cycle has become a useful technique to demonstrate the inter-

action betv/een the internal chronohieter and solar orientation.

Most phase- shifting \7ork has been done ^-zith invertebrates,

birds, and mammals, but Birukow et £l. (1963) obtained similar

deviations from the trained direction in three species of

lizards, Lacerta viridis , L. sicula , and L. muralis , when

these '.v-ere phase-shifted.

Because so many organisms, including mamraals, birds,

lizards, and insects, have been sho\,Ti to have an internal

clock (Hoffman, 1965) Pittendrigh (1960) maintains that
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circadian rhytlrns are ubiquitous in living systens. The

presence of a circadian rhytlim^is demonstrated by placing

an animal under constant enviroraiental conditions and ob-

serving whether an activity pattern v/hose frequency approxi-

mates that of the solai' cay is maintained. Results obtained

from a wide variety of organisms have been very consistent.

The circadian rule states that a diurnal animal in constant

light Tjill show a shorter circadian frequency than it v/ill in

complete darkness, the reverse being true for nocturnal

anim.als (Aschoff, 1960). \/ith few exceptions, much evidence

supports this generalization (Hoffman, 1965) . The presence

of an interxial clock does iiot imply that it is functional

in orientation. In fact, the inaccuracy of these internal

clocks has often been cited as evidence that the current

theories of celestial orientation are not sufficient to ex-

plain the ability of some organism.s to return home from

relatively short distances (Adler ,. 1963a , 1963b; Meyer, 1964;

Walraff, 1960, 196 7).

The purposes of this phase of the study V7ere:

1. To learn whether the gopher tortoise possesses an

internal clock.

2. If so, to determine its accuracy.
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3. To provide a basis for phase-shifting in crder

to investigate the possibility of celestial

orientation.
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Methods and Materials

The method to determine the existence of a circadian

rhythm was to record the locomotor activity of tortoises

under various conditions. The daily patterns were deter-

mined in automatically nonitored activity boxes in which

light and temperature were kept under control.

Activity Box

T'./o 'i/ooden boxes (37 x 31 x 16 inches) with nine

wooden floor panels (each 10 x 12 inches) were used. Only

one of the panels, serving as a feeding platform, v/as

rigidly movtnted on wooden blocks. The other panels v;ere

supported on small springs and connected to adjustable micro

•

sv/itches. VJlien the tortoise depressed a panel the micro-

sv/itch V7as closed; this information was fed into an Ester-

line- Angus Event Recorder. A vraoden partition (Figure 3)

prevented the tortoise from depressing more than two panels

simultaneously. The partition also directed the tortoise

to cross the panels in a regular sequence.

A v;ooden cover was placed above six of the panels

(Figure 3) to determine the effect of the presence of a

refuge from the imposed light condition on the activity



Figure 3. Activity box usad for c'etermining locomotor
activity patterns of tortoises. A, pan^": upon
which fooc and vater was supplied; B, panels
which activated micro- s^/itches; C, i-e-r:Ovable

cover; D, wooden partition.
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pattern. Harker (1S60, p. 354) suggested that a clearer

rhytlir.i is found when such a dark shelter is provided.

Procedures

Each freshly-caught tortoise v/as Icept for seven

days in an activity box under twelve hours of light alter-

nating with twelve hours of dark, in order to accliinate it

to the experimental situation. Records were kept of the

total activity and of the pattern of activity during this

period.

Each tortoise was then subjected to one or more of

the follov;ing conditions: constant light, constant dark, or

a regimen in f./hich the light-dark pattern was phase-shifted

either six or twelve hours. The illumination in all cases

came from, a 100 W light bulb approximately 2 feet above the

floor of the activity bcx. The incident light 4 inches above

the surface was approxim.ately 350 lux. Tne temperature was

kept constant for each individual tortoise and did not vary

more than from 26 C to 29 C in all experiments. Each tortoise

remained under the constant conditions for at least seven days,

or until the activity pattern had changed in response to a

phase-shifted light-dark cycle, o
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Results

Under the alternating tv7elve hours of light and

tv/elve hours of darV, single individuals shov^ed fairly regular

activity patterns, but there was considerable variation be-

tween individuals, with from two to four peaks of activity

(Figure 4). Usually the tortoise became inactive near

solar noon.

The tortoises subjected to a six-hour phase-shift

adjusted their activity patterns within one or two days

(Figure 5) . A tv;elve-hour phase-shift required approximately

four days of adjustment, although there were conspicuous

changes on the first day (Figure 6)...

In constant light each individual showed a progres-

sive shift of onset of activity in the direction expected

for a diurnal animal: each successive activity period began

earlier (Figure 7). Tlie length of the period is subject to

various interpretations depending on the method of analysis

(p. 59), but the differences are not great (Table 5). Offset

of activity was also determined, and similar results were

obtained. An individual exposed to constant light and

fluctuating temperatures did not show a regular shift of

onset of activity. Instead the onset appeared to be related

to the temperature fluctuations (Figure 3).



Figure 4. Mean per cr.nt of c'aily c.ctivir.)- each hciir unc'er

approximately 12 hours of dnrl'. fij.terrij.tirig ^rith

12 hours of li^h.t, light c:\ at approximately
0700 anc off at approxinately 1900.
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Figure 5. The effect on the activity pattern of shifting the

phase of the artificial light-dark ccnrUtions 6

hours. Vertical bars represent periods during
which the tortoises were active; shaded areas,

the pei-iods of in^'posod darlcness. To mere clearly
illustrate the rhythrdcity, the succeeding cay

is sho'.'ni above the numbered day. A sliO^/s a

retarded shift; 3 shows an advanced shift.
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Figure 6. The effect en the activity pattern of a tortoise
shifting the phase of the artificial light-dark
conciticns 12 hours. Data presented as explainer!

for Fir^ure 5.
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Figure 7. Activity patterns of tortoises uno'er alternating
light-carl: concitions anc' under constant light.
Data presented as exr^lained in Ficruie 5.
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Fic'ure 7. (Continued)
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Table 5. Comparison of length of circadian period under constant
light based on time of onset of activity by the
tV7o methods of mean -period length by the classical
method and by linear regressioxi (see p. 59).



Figure S. The effect of te:nperature on the onset of activity
under constant light. Solid line, rei^resenting
onset of activity, to shovr parallel pattern;
dashed line represents tanperature.
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Discussion

Comparison of the onset of the tortoises' activity

v/ith the onset of light under tvreive hours of light alter-

nating with twelve hours of dark indicates that the rhychjriic

behavior is entrained by light onset, although some indivi-

duals remain active well into the dark period, and some

"anticipate" the onset by an hour. This might have adaptive

significance for the poikilothermous tortoise, whose activity

is dependent upon relatively high ambient temperatures. The

inactivity at midday may reflect an adaptive avoidance of

the extreraes of heat that prevail at that time during the

summer. Tliis midday inactivity was evident in tortoises ob-

served in the laboratory throughout the year.

More pertinent to the demonstration of an internal

clock in the gopher tortoise is the evidence that tortoises

maintain circadian activity patterns under constant light

and temperature conditions. The period of the activity

cycle is less than twenty-four hours as -rould be expected

for a diurnal animal. The mean period length was calculated

according to the classical method

t = (t2-ti) + (t3-t2) -^ ... -^ (tn-tg-i)

n-1
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v/here t is the mean period and t]_, t2, t3, and tj^ refer to the

time of initiation of activity. Ilovever, I concur with the

argument of Love et al. (1967) that regression analysis re-

sults in a more precise estimate of the natural poi'iod.

The classical method results in a range of 21:37.9 hours

to 24:32.4 hours with a mean of 22:50.1. By the regression

method the range was 21:21.5 to 23:43.2 with a mean of 22:47.1.

Hoi7ever, analysis of covariance (Snedccor and Cocliran, 1967)

indicates that the regressions obtained from tortoises examined

with the cover absent cannot be pooled. Tlie tortoises with

the cover present can be pooled (F test, ?<.05). The period

length calculated by either analysis supports Aschoff's (1960)

circadian rule for diurnal animals, and also agrees with

values obtaijioc v.'ith other animals--23 to 26 hours ('Running,

1964). Similar values were obtained when the offset rather

than the initiation of activity v/as used as the criterion

for the limit of the activity period.

Tl-ie variances of the pooled data under the two con-

ditions, cover present and absent, are significantly differ-

ent (F test, r <.05), the variance obtained with the cover

off being greater, thus supporting Karker's (1960, p, 354)

suggestion that providing a refuge from constant light re-

sults in a more distinct rhythm. These data suggest that
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the gopher tortoise may behavorially affect the rhytbu. How-

ever, the tortoise's activity rhytlm is more variable than

has been reported for other animals, e.g,, Glaucomys volans.

DeCoursey (1960), which had a minimum standard deviation of

only two minutes (by the classical method). The standard

error of the mean calculated by the classical method was

26.8 minutes; the minimum standard deviation of the slope by

the regression method was 3.9 minutes,

Aschoff's (1960) rule further predicts that under

constant dark conditions the period of a diurnal anim.al is

lengthened, as compared with that developed under constant

light. Actually, in the single animal which showed rhytlimic-

ity under these conditions the period was 22:34.4 hours, i;hich

is not a statistically significant deviation from the results

obtained under constant light. However, only two tortoises

\/ere subjected to this condition; a larger sample might show

the expected results. In constant dark the onset and offset

of the animals' activity was not clear cut and rhythmic

pattern was lost. One tortoise rapidly became Inactive, the

other was active in bursts throughout the testing period.

Therefore, little valid comparison can be made between the

results obtained and those predicted by Aschoff's circadian
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rule. Ilov/ever, if upon subsaquent examination of a larger

sample this discrepancy remains, it raay be a'ctributed to

the fossorial habit of this species. At present there is

no evidence that the internal cloclc cf the gopher tortoise

is different from that found in any other species of diurnal

animals.

It seems evident that vinder natural patterns of

light and dark the tortoises adjust their locomotor patterns

to the natural conditions. The factors i/hich keep an animal

in phase with the diurnally fluctuating conditions are called

entraining agents; most important are light and temperature

(Bruce, 1960). Under alternating light and dark conditions

it is clear that light-dark cycles are important entraining

agents in this species as v^ell. Adjustments to phase-shifts

further support this idea. It only took one or tvjo experi-

ences of a six-hour phase-shifted light pattern before the

tortoises v;ore in phase with the shift. A twelve-hour shift

required several days to reach tlie same result of a new

steady- state. That these v/ere not merely immediate responses

to the onset of light is indicated by the "anticipatory"

activity prior to tlie onset of light.

TVie experiments demonstrated that temperature fluctua-

tions have an effect on the periodicity of the tortoise.
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During a single test made over several days in constant light,

the teTiperature fluctuated betv/een 25 C and 30 C; the onset of

the tortoise's activity fluctuated correspondingly^ beginning

earlier when the temperature v/as high and later in a lower

temperature. A similar result was reported by Hoffman (1963)

\7ho found that lizards were entrained by temperature fluctua-

tions as small as 0.9 C.

If Hoffman's (1965) suggestion that a rigid or very

slov/ly shifting clock is necessary for bicoordinate naviga-

tion is valid, as seems self-evident, then the internal

chronometer of the gopher tortoise would appear to be poorly

suited for such position-finding. On the other hand, a

a rapidly shifting clock such as that found in these tor-

toises would appear adequate for compass orientation. Hoffman

(1954), for example, found that starlings started to shift

in response to a six-hour phase- shift after one day but had

not completed the shift until the thirteenth day. This is a

much slovjer shift than that demonstrated by the gopher tor-

toises.

Among students of anlm.al navigation there is some

opinion that the accuracy of the internal chronometer has

not been sho\7n to be sufficient for effective bicoordinate

navigation (Adler, 1963a, 1963b; Meyer, 1964; VJalraff, 1960,
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1967). Ti\e accuracy of the clock is usually indicated by

the standard deviation froin the raean frequency. As mentioned

above, the internal clock of the gopher tortoise is less

accurate than that of seme other organisras which would

also argue against the possibility that bicoordinate

navigation is used in travel orientation.



Cm\?TER V

LGl^G-PJ^NGE ORIEl^ITATION

Recent investigations have revealed that many species

of animals are capable of orienting even when they are not

in direct sensory contact vith familiar fixed landmarks.

Most of the T.-ork to date has been concerned with migratory

birds, although fish and reptiles also have been considered

(Hatthe\.'s, 1955; Ilasler, 196A; Carr, 1967).

Some species of turtles, especially marine forms,

are migratory and capable of long-range orientation, btit

the nature of this orientation is unkno^m. I,ittle experi-

mental evidence has been obtained to support an.y of the

various hypotheses formulated to explain the mechanism of

long-range, open-sea orientation. One of the major obstacles

to such experimentation is the difficulty of accurately

tracking individuals over open ocean for long periods of

time. In turtles several investigators have tried to solve

the homing-orientation problem by examining hatchling sea

turtles, fresh-v;ater or terrestrial species. There have

been nuraerous observations of turtles returning to their
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home ponds or to particular portions of the pond (Cagle,

1944) , to their burrows (Uoodbury and Hardy, 194S) , or to

the same corner of a room (Mertens, 1953). Although tb.is

homing phenomenon may or may not be directly related to the

problem of sea turtle navigation, its investigation sliould

provide clues to the mechanism of turtle orientation,

Tlie major hypotheses to explain turtle orientation

involve reference to fixed landmarks along the travel path,

especially horizon effects (Ortleb and Se:<ton, 1964); ol-

faction; and celestial orientation. Other types of guidance

such as magnetic orientation and inertial control have been

suggested for birds, but the evidence of their existence

remains controversial and no attempt to shov; their utiliza-

tion in lower vertebrates has been made.

Lanar.arks are visually regarded as short-range stimuli,

but they may interfere v:ith other orientation stimuli (Schmidt-

r.oenig, 1965).

Olfactory orientation may, theoretically, be a long-

range cue under certain conditions--for example, where a

prevailing current of v.'ind or water from, the goal maintains

a gradient. Tiis inay account for the island-finding orienta-

tion cf green turtles, Chelonia my das (Carr, 1967), Another

situation in which olfaction may be utilised for long-range
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orientation is where scent trails are deposited by the animal,

vrhich can then home by retracing its trail. However, a

terrestrial or semi -aquatic animal is still able to orient

in spite of living in an area vrhere the currents are not

constant and displaced beyond its scent trails.

Celestial orientation has been suggested several

times as possible means of turtle orientation. Fischer (1964)

found that hatchling green turtles, C. mydas, possess a time-

compensated sun compass and perhaps are capable of true solar

navigation, v/hich is defined by Sclimidt-Koenig (1965) as a

phenomenon in which the compass direction is goal-related.

Carr (1962, 1963, 1964) suggests that adult green turtles

utilize some form, of celestial orientation and implies that

more than a compass sense is involved. Slirenfeld and Koch

(1967) found that green turtles are extremely myopic in air,

\7hich arg^aes against the utilization of stars for navigation.

Gould (1957, 1959) obtained evidence that the

terrestrial box turtle. Terra p en

e

c. Ca rolina , and the aqnaatic

painted turtle, Ghryse:riys picta , are capable of tr^ae celestial

p.avigaticn, linlen's (1955) re-examination of C. picta pro-

vided no evidence that this species was capable of celestial

orientation.
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Gopher tortoises, Gopherus po?LypheiTiUS_, v/ould seeTi to

be good subjects to test for celestial guicance capacity.

First, they are terrestrial, v/hich permits the accurate

tracking of their paths. Second, they live in periaanent or

semi-pexraanent burrows, so that the goal to vrhich they may

be assuraed to return is very limited in area. Tnird, they

are diurnally active, ijhich obviates the necessity of ceter-

mining their possible use of stellar or lunar orientation.

The limited range of their travels suggests tliat a capacity

for bicoordinate position finding wculd be altogether super-

fluous, and physiologically unachieveable. It does not,

ItC-rever, preclude the possible use of a sun-compass sense.

The purpose of this phase of the study is to deter-

mine whether gopher tortoises are capable of solar orienta-

tion, or if so, to determine the nature of such an orienta-

tion wlicther a compass sense or true navigation is involved.
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Methods and Materials

Open Field J'ests

Source and Care of the S:-cperiraental Animals

T'/enty- three tortoises vere used in these tests.

Twelve were from the Gainesville Municipal Airport (Alachua

County, T 9S R 20E, S 24), located approximately seven miles

from the open field in which they v^ere tested. The remain-

ing tortoises ^^ere from several Florida localities. To

avoid the presence of landmarks with v/hich the tortoise

was familiar, no tortoise v/hose home burrow was less than

five miles from the test site was used.

Tlie tortoises were either housed for six \7eeks in

terraria and wooden pens in the laboratory or in an outdoor

pen 11.5 miles south- southeast of the test field. Light

for the laboratory animals was provided either through a

north-facing v/indow or by fluorescent lighting which was

automatically turned on and off at approximately sunrise

and sunset. The tortoises were permitted to feed during

each testing period and also provided with fresh lettuce,

grapes, melons, and water. There was no significant change

in the vjeight of the tortoises during these tests, nor was
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there any cetectable difference in uehavior betvreen tb.ose

held indoors and those kept under more natural conditions.

Description of Test Field

All tv/enty-three tortoises were released and studied

in an open field of closely cropped grass, on the University

of Florida l-lxperimental Station grounds (Alachua Co., T lOS,

R 20S, S 1). The field measured 245 yards in a north-south

direction and 65 yards in the east-^rest direction. The

northei'n edge of the field vras bounded by a dirt road. A

ti/elve-foot-wide strip of grass on the other side of the

road separated it from a large plowed field. The road could

not be seen by tortoises located in the center of the field

because of a slight rise at this end of the field. The

eastern edge of the field iras bordered by a row of two- to

four-foot friiit tree saplings, which marhed the edge of an

adjoining orchard. To the south the field widened

slightly. There was a clump of trees to the southeast in

which a trailer park was located. From the trailer park a

line of longleaf pine trees ran almost all the way across

the southern end of the field. Toward the southwestern

corner there was a gap in this row of trees. Approximately

50 yards beyond this first rov; of trees was a second v.^hich
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almost filled this gap on the horizon. A dense border of

shrubs separated the pines from the edge of the cut grass

in the field. The uestern edge of the field consisted of an

irregular row of live-oalc and longleaf pines; this was the

edge of a mixed oak-pine vroods which extended to the west.

There was a relatively dense gro-^jth of shmbs along this

border, but under the trees v/ere few plants near the ground.

Procedure

All of the tortoises were transported to the test

field by automobile in closed styrofoam ice chests. They

were carried to the three release points in the field in

these chests. The twenty- three tortoises were released

singly from the release points, which were in the middle of

the field, about 50 feet apart, llie first three tortoises

were allowed to move unimpeded for periods of 10 to 90

minutes, depending on the activity :of the tortoise. To

avoid excessive heating and yet permit the tortoise to make

a usefT:lly long run, 30 minutes appeared to be the optimum

period for each trial. Accordingly, the remaining twenty

tortoises v/ere observed for one-half hour. I moved slowly

at least 15 feet behind the tortoise, and my presence did

not appear to disturb the experimental animal. Tlie initial
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direction upon release was chosen at random by me, so that

each of the cardinal compass points were faced at least once

durins each individual's test.

The paths of travel Me.ve. tracked in three ways. First,

the tortoises vrere folloired and their trails plotted. This

was possible because of their slow gait and because they de-

pressed the grass as they moved over it. The distance travelled

was then calculated by means of a properly calibrated map

reader. Second, the position of tlie tortoise was marked

every 5 m.inutes by pushing a nail into the ground. After the

test the direccions could be determined by sighting on the

nails \-"ith a compass, with an accuracy of approximately VZ*^

.

The distances from, the starting point ware paced. The two

methods resulted in angular differences within o*^, and the

linear distances within 5 feet.

The third method used -^ras that of the thread trailer

of Brecer (1927) end 3tickel (1950). Altliough this method

worked well and the results agreed with tliose obtained with

the other tv7o methods, it required two persons to untangle

the thread and m.easure it in a short time.

Tlie mean direction for each test v,m3 determined by the

polar angle frcm the starting point to the position of the

tortoise at the end of the test period.
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Arena Tests

Elirninaticn of all fixed lancmarks should result in

disruption of any direction tendency not based upon a sun

compass sense. Such tests were carried out in an orientation

arena.

Arena

The arena had a diameter of 20 feet and consisted of

tvrelve panels, each measuring 42 inches high and 60 inches

long. The height v/as sufficient to exclude from view of

the tortoises any trees or other features of the outside

landscape. The panels were of black polyethylene sheeting

mounted on a wooden f ramevrork (Figure 9 ) . To minimize glare

the polyethylene was sprayed v;ith a dull black paint. The

panels were connected by strips of Velcro, a nyloii zipper

material, which per.aitted rapid assembly and dismantling of

the arena after each day's tests. A regular dodecagon v;as

fonned by the panels constituting the arena. The panels \7ere

individually nuinbered and interchangable so that they could be

randomly placed in the arena \:all to eliminate cues from

individual panels.

Heacing and coding effects during the tests caused

wrinkles to form in the polyethylene, but this was approxi-



Figure 9. Arena usee for testing tortoise orientaticn
the absence of lantxarks. A, ciraensions; B,

arena set ur- in field.
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indicate the approximate location where turn takes

effect. For the higher Reynolds number case, the local

Nusselt numbers near the inlet region of the present study

deviate only slightly from the Hornbeck's results.

For all the cases studied for the heat exchanger, a

large Nusselt number is found near the inlet, the turning

point, and in the reattachment region and low Nusselt

number occurs in the recirculation region.

It is clear that once the flow is deflected into the

annulus, a redevelopment of flow occurs. In the annulus

region, a fully developed condition is reached earlier for

fluid of low Paclet number, see figures 18 through 20. In

order to check on the computations of the present work,

Lundberg and coauthors' results [24] are used. As shown in

Table 4, Lundberg's results for fully developed velocity

and temperature profiles in an annulus appear to be in good

agreement with the present investigation that is computed

at Pr=0.7 and Re=100. If a linear interpolation based on

Lundberg's results at r"^=0.5 and 1.0 can serve as a guide,

then the error is only 1.5%.

VI. 6 Mean Nusselt Number

Figure 21 presents mean Nusselt number as a function

of Reynolds number with Prandtl number as a parameter.

This figure shows that mean Nusselt number increases with

both the Reynolds and Prandtl numbers. A correlation of
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The tortoises from the previous arena tests which had

3ho\m a significant preferred direction were subjected to a

phase- shift six hours advanced. Light onset was approximately

0045 L3T and light offset was approximately 1410 LST. Tlie

light source was a 150 'J sun lairip. Three other tortoises

that had shovm a preferred direction in the arena were also

brough-t into the laboratory but vere kept in phase with local

solar time by an open window and fluorescent lamps which went

on at approximately natural svnrise.

One of the animals subjected to the phase shift v/as

kept in the previously described activity box (p. 40) to

verify that the locomotor activity pattern shifted. Tae tor-

toises iv'ere all kept binder these artificial concitions for at

least -even days before beginning of tests in the arena, to

mak.e certain that not only the locomotor activity internal

but also the orientatioual clock, had been shifted. Cithers

(e.g., Hoffman, 1960) have found that it takes longer for

the orieiitaticnal clock to be shifted than it takes the

activity clock,

TI"iese tortoises were then tested in the arena as

described above each tortoise was tested eight times during

the morning (OSCO to 1030 LST). Upon completion of each day's
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testing they vrera returned to the laboratory. Each i/as then

tested eight times in the arena at midday (1130 to 1300 LST).

All tortoises reriuired at least two days to complete testing

for each time of day.

Statistics

The directions v/hich an individual chose each time

were compared to determine whether a non-random distribution

resulted. Such a distribution indicated that a particular

oirection was preferred. Mean angles and their angular

deviations vrere determined by methods described by Batschelet

(1S65)
, as follows:

'\.
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'- = cos cf mean angle; X ..-: sin of mean angle.

Although repeated tests of the same individual are

not totally independent, the raovenent of the arena to

different parts of the field and the use of several release

points in the open field minimizes the possibility of learn-

ing, and the z statistic is used with the assumption that

the runs are independent, even though this condition is not

rigidly met.

1-Jhen the preferred directions between individuals are

compared, only the mean direction is used, rather than the

individual tests. Thus, the statistics are not biased by an

artifically inflated sample size.

For comparison of preferred directions and homeward

directions the F rest of I7atson and IJilliams (1956) as sum-

m.arixed by Batschelet (1965) was used. Hie null hypothesis

is that there was no difference between the preferred direc-

tion and the home direction.

The arena tests V7ere analyzed similarly but because

the actual degree headings were not made, a correction for

grouping data was made. The Gilroy (1965) correction factor

for grouping data into twelve sectors is 1.0115 (Batschelet,

1965). irhis gives a corrected r, re, v/hicli better indicates

the concentration aroxind the mean direction than does an

uncorrected r.
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Results of Fi eld and Arena Tests

Open Field Tests W
The tortoises released in the field shovzed no tend-

ency to head in the same direction (Figure 10). Tortoises

froia the same geographic population (Figure 11) also shovred

no uniformity. Ta<By \7Gre neither motivated nor able to head

in a direction vhich T:^uld take them back to their home burrows,

However, as is indicated by the high r values, and

the z statistics at the 0.05 level of significance, thirteen

of the tv/enty- three (j6.5TO tortoises repeatedly chose the

same individual non- random directions from the release point.

This individual preferred direction is not home^rard directed,

but the data nevertheless indicate that the individuals vrere

oriented.

Further evidence that the tortoises were oriented is

that the paths taken by each individual mqvq relatively

straight. If che straight line distance between the release

point and the end point of each nm (best path) is plotted

against the actual path taken by tortoises (Figure 12 ) , a

linear relation becomes evident, which would not be expected

in the absence of orientation. llie mean ratio of best path

to actual path is 1.6:1.



Figure 10. Pro.ferred directions of travel shoxv-n by indivi-
dual tortoises taken from different geographic
populations. Tests were performed in an open
field. Arrows inside circles indicate mean
preferred directions; length of arrow indicates
strength of the concentration around tlie vnoan

direction, r. \Tti&n the length of the arrow

equals the rndius perfect correlaticn of pie-
fer^'ed directions among trials is indicated.
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Figure 11. Preferx-ed directions of travel shovrn by iiidivicAJia],

tortoises token from the s£":e gcor;iraphic populr.tioi

Data presented as cx-olained in Fipure 10.
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Figure 12. J-C:nf;;;t:'i3 of patli3 travelled hy tc/rtoioes anc the
straight-line distances from startinf, point to
end point cf eacii run. Trails vere performed
in an open field. Points represent the mean
values obtaiiied for an individual. Line is

1 ea s t " 3 oua re refrres s ion

.
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Arena Tescs

In the arena nineteen of thirty- seven (51.4X) sliowed

a particular clirection preference throughout the day (Table 6).

Tliere './as no tendency for the group to head in the same direc-

tion, even among tortoises from the sarae population. The pre-

ferred directions had no relatio.u to the honevard direction,

although there was some sirailarity between those taken by the

same individuals in the open field tests (Table 7). Tinere

was considerable variation in the tortoises' demonstration

of a direction preference at different times of day, although

the mean directions which v/'ere shown were very consistent

(Table 8).

After the internal clocks of the tortoises v/hich

showed a direction preference in the arena were advanced 6

hox.irs, a significant change in preferred direction v/as noted.

Preferred directions of the tortoises before and after phase-

shifcing the internal clocks were co:npareG, but only if the

individual oriented at the same solar tirie under both conditions

(Figures 13jl4). The vp.ean directional shift from the original

preferred direction for six tortoises, in the morning, was

121'^ counterclockwise. Four of the tortoises which had not

shoA.Ti a preferred direction at noon did so after being phase-

shifted. The controls showed no significant change in
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Table 5. Ilean pz'f^ferred cirecticns; concentration around
mean direction, r^^, and 2 statistic for signifi-
cance of tortoises tested in trie arena throughout
the day.

Tortoise



Table 6 (Cuntinueci)

89

Tortoise
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Table 7. Comparison of preferred directions in open field

and arena tests.

Tortoise Open Field Arena Remarks
Heading (deg) Heading (de,^)

No orientation under
either set of conditions.
Same direction preference
under both sets of condi-
tions.
Orientation, but shift
in preference

63
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Figure 13a Ccmparison of original preferiec" ciioctions of
tortoises in tha arena during the morning testing
period and the preferred directions after ti'O

tor{;c;i3e3 had "been subjected to a phose-shif t 6

hoviTs advanced. Open circles , original directions;
solid circles, directions after phase- shifting.
Solid arvo'^rs indicate original moan preferred
directi.'.ns ; dashed arrears in.dicate sliifted mean
prefe.i'rcd directicais; arrov lengths indicate r^.

values..
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'igufe. 14. C/nparison of origlrial pTorerred cirp.ctior.i.s of
toftoi3G3 in the arena caiLng tb.e 'iccri ':c;;tin3

pei'loc and the proferrec c irectiL-n;": after tlic

tortoi;?G3 had hee-n jubjccted to on c.cvancoc!

pba3o- shift of G hours. Data presented as

e:'.Tilainc.d for Figure 13.
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cMrccticn preference in the morning; and slio-s.-ed no improvement

of orientation at noon.
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Discussion

•

It vras hoped that by carrying the tortoises to the

test field in covered ice chests, and starting them in

randomly chosen directions, directional cues could be limited.

Testing in a field distant from the home burrow/, and moving

the release point bet\:een trials should have prevented any

recognition of familiar landmarks by the tortoises and reduced

the possibility of their learning new landuiiarks in the test

situation.

Even with these precautions thirteen of tvrenty-three

tortoises tested (56.5%) demonstrated a significant (P<.05)

non-random directional preference. It might be argued that

repeated testing may cause an individual to respond in later

trials as it did in earlier trials, or to im.prove its ability

to orient. Such a situation has been reported in birds,

Schmidt-Koenig (1963) and Graue (1965) found that homing

pigeons would alter their orientation v;ith experience. Hie

tortoises , ho-w'ever, ^./ere not returned to their home areas

between trials as were the pigeons, so that intertrial re-

inforcement was avoided. Furtherrn.ore, there was no obvious

improvement in home'^fard orientation ^ipon repeated testing,

Learning, of coiarse, may have occurred, but the stimulus
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that provided the tortoise T;lth directional inforio.atiori still

must be deterri'.ined.

The relative straightness of the paths taken by

individuals during these tests provides adc'itional G'/idence

of orientation, by the tortoises displaced from their liorne

ranges. In the absence of orientation it vrould be expected

that l.onger paths v/ould result in greater deviations from a

straight line. It is apparent (Figure 12) that, i-n.stcad, a

linear relati.onship betv/een actual patl' and straif^ht-line

path vras obtained (r ^ .57), -i.Viich "jould not be expected in

the arjsence of orientation. The luean raclo betv.ean actual

path and stra^ ^iit-line path is 1.6:1 :-7i ch a 95 per cent caa-

fidevice Interval of 1.5 to 1,7. Although this is sig,nifi-

caatly greener than the 1:1 ratio expected iri por.cect

orientation, it is oot expected that a terrestrial animal

encountering tufts of grass and otlier sfiial-l obstacles Cv;uld

achieve ;iuch a decree of 07:ientation. The I'atio corresponds

T-;ell vi th the ratio of 1.45:1 obtained vitif Chr^sj^mys nicta

released IGO meters from their hone pond (Smlen, personal

communication.). This same species vhen displaced one mile

from tlie ''.omc pond achieved a ratio of 2.5o:l. Using these

values for comparison; it is apparent that the gopher tortoises
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^7Gre orientin2j even though they v^ere at least 5 miles from

home and v/ell beyond any familiar landmarks.

These tiro measures, direction preference and straight-

ness of path, indicate that the tortoises xjcve oriented in

individual directions. This was true even for tortoises

from the same geographic population. There is no preference

for the homeward direction. These results bolster the assxiiTip-

tion that the tortoises are not capable of true navigation

under these conditions. "Konsense" orientation was defined

by Matthews (1961) to be a population-specific variable.

Tliere is no such population-specific consistency in the

tortoises. Ho'/ever, this possibility cannot bo dismissed

because landmarks are kno\-m to disrupt the orientation of

birds (Sclrmidt-Fxenig, 1565), and potentially disrupting

landmarks vrere present during these tests.

The straightness of the paths suggests that the tor-

toises are capable of perceiving these stimuli anyi.;here in

the field and are continuously orienting by them. ^.Tiat

stimuli are responsible for this orientation? The possibil-

ities fall into two major categories: internal, such as

kinesthetic sense and inertial guidance; and external.

Kinesthetic orientation could account for the straightness
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of the path but not for the consistent cirectional Y-'^eference

on suceecing trials, particularly vrhcn the starting cirections

'/ere rancomized. Inertial gtiic'ance has been suggested as a •

possible means of orientation (Barlow, 1964, 1965, 1966).

This remains an interesting possibility, but it has not yet

been clearly sho^m to be present in animals.

The external cues su^ggested as possibilities by these

opeji field data are gravity, earth's magnetic field, large

landmarks, and position of the sun. Geotactic guidance has

been re'oorted in hatchling Caretta trying to escape from theJ —"O

nest (iToble and Breslau, 1938) , but observations on pond

turtles whose supposed goal, the pond, is often dovrnhill

have not supported the existence of geotaxis in adults (2mlen,

1965). In any case, relative flatness of the test field in

the present study and the dispersed preferred directions

suggest that this cue is not involved in tortoises.

At present there is no evidence that an.y reptile is

capable of detecting the earth's map,netic field. Recently

there has been a renewed interest in this phenomenon and its

effect on bird orientation (Merkel and "..'iltschko , 1965>' , but

there is little evidence to support its existence.
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A large lancmark that the field data suggest might

have been used by the orienting tortoises is the tree-line

obstructing the horizon. The effect of the horizon on the

orientation of turtles has been veil doctiraented. Caretta

(noble and Breslau, 1933), Demochelys (Carr and Ogren, 1959),

and Chelonia (Carr and Cgren, 1960; 3nrenfeld and Carr, 1967)

hatchlings move away from a blocked horizon or toi-jard a clear

horizon; or away from dark shapes ( Caretta , Daniel and Smith,

1947; TrionyX ) Graptemys, Anderson, 1953). The tortoises in

the present study showed no uniform reaction to the horizon

in the test field, indicating that a simple phototaxis is not

involved. Instead, the individuals may have responded to

particular features of the horizon, or perhaps even to

particular trees. This could account for the scattered

direction preferences among individuals, as well as for the

straight paths.

The results also suggest the need to postulate that

some sort of solar orientation is utilized. There is some

evidence that reptiles are capable of using the position of

the sun for orientation (see p. 66). . Solar orientation may

take the form of a compass sense alone, with each individual

simply using it to take a particular direction of travel
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ndaptivoly useful in Gstablish5.ng the position of the supposed

goal, the hone hi_i.rro'vi , so long as no uato-mrd 'Jisplacatient

from fai;\iliar territory has occurred. In the present case

compass orientation could also explain the. data obtained.

Thus the tiio possible g^xidance syst.sras suggested by

the -^resent expeiiiVicnts are: landmark orientation and solar

orientation. To distinguish bet^/een thein it is necessary to

examine one in the absence of the other. Tliis v/as done in

tl'te arena vyhich excluded landmarhs and provided the tortoises

v7ith the position of the sun as an orientational reference.

Arena Tests

Even with landmarks screened from the tortoises by

the v^a.ll of the arena, nineteen of cdurty- seven (bl .'••'^o)

animals sho'/ed a non-randora directional prefeT-'ence throi^gh-

out the c'ay. Sixteen of these preferences X7ere sigaif leant

at tl).e 0.01 level avid the cthter three f/ere signiticant at

tlie 0.05 level. There vas no difference cet';/een the perceiit-

age of ani.nals orientinp, in the open, field 3nd in th.e arerio,

-.vhich suggests that solar orientation v-'as involved.

Most of the tortoises t'nat denons'iiated a direction

prr.ference tltroughouc the day did not orient vo).! during
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at least one of the three tescinc^ periods (0900--1030 LST,

1130-1300, LST, and 1500-L630 LSr) . ^ome Lortoises that did

not orient throu7,hont the day did show a directional prefer-

ence during one of tliese periods, but i;he chosen directions

\;ere so scattered during the other periods that the z

statistic i.adicated no preferred direction throughout the

day. Oth.ar tortoises that did shov a preferred direction

through the enLire day, showed no orientation during any of

th.e pe'riods separately. In this case the scatter overall. -

\v'is VQvy little and a preferred direction v/as indicated.

These two situations might have been clarified if the nu:nber

of icn3 per tortoise had been increased, Hov-;ever, the dis-

orientation at one or niore times of day seeras to have been

a real, phenomenon.

One explf nation for this could be that the increasing

tenipei-ature during tlie cay interfered v/ith :notivai;ion to.

orient. lij 7:his wore the case it vould be e.:rp acted that the

tevviperature and the disorientation are directly related. The

mean tenpcrature was least for the morning perit^^d. greater at

nooii, and greatest in the afternoon, but 35,1 poi" cent of the

tortoises oriented in the rooming, 13.9 per cent oriented at

noon, and 37.3 per cent oriented in the aft:ernoon. although

t3T:per3ture undoubtedly has an effect on the activity of
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i;ejnperatuy:e and the ability of the tortoises to show a

direction preference

.

It is apparent that the ability of the tortoises to

orient parallels their accivity pattern under controlled

conditions as described previously (p. 44):. an activity

peak in the iriornin;'^, a decrease of acirivity at noon, and

another peak ii:i the afternoon. This suggests tlvat the tor-

Loises oriented theraselves only during the periods in T.kiich

thicy aie ncrroally active, and that tl\e.y are disoriented

dirring their nori'ially i}:iaccive periods. After phase-shlf tin;-;

the:: internal clock, seven tortoises shov/ed a direction prefer-

ence at :ncon, while only four had shown a preferet^.ce prior

to shifting. Tkils lends credence to the su.ggescion that

lack cf orientation at noon reflects the raidday inactive

period. Further evidence supporting tills id'^a ijould require

the examination of clie )Tiatural activity periods of a nu.iber

of torroises "^shlch. vroiild subsequently sliuw a preferred

direction in the abscrx'e of laridmarks , but this iras not

obtained in this study. If should be noted that in the open

field tests there uas no apparent period of disoricntation

for an individual, although tliis was not rigorously examined.
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If the above hypothesis is true, then it can be fur-

ther conclucec; that the tortoises relied upon a diurnally

fluctuating stimulus for their orientation. Tliis adds

further support that the position of the sun was used for

orientation and reduces the probability that the stable

cues- "gravity, the earth's magnetic field, or inertial guid-

ance- -vere involved.

It is apparent (Figures 10,11) that the individuals'

preferred directions in the arena are not homeward directions,

Furtherrnore, there is no tendency for individuals from the

same geographic population to prefer the same direction.

These results are similar to those obtained in the open field.

Although the field results may have been affected by the

presence of lancm.arks vhich might have had a disrupting in-

fluence on the orientation of the tortoises, this cannot be

true in the arena tests, Tlie direction preferences in the

arena strongly im.ply that the tortoises utilize a sum-compass,

and that this could not be true bicoordinate navigation

because the preferred directions \7eve not home-directed.

Still, it is possible that some factor other than the position

of the sun is responsible.

Assuming that the sun's azimuth shifts at an average

uniform rate of 15° per hour, a six-hour phase-shift then is
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eqi-iivalont to a 90 change of azinnith. If the animal is

subjectec' to siich a shift by altering the light-dark cycle

and the anirial orients by maintaining a tiiTie-compensated

compass direction based on the sun's position, then the

animal's preferred direction should shift 90° in a direction

appropriate to the direction of the phase-shift (clockv/ise

if the clock is retarded; count erclockx-zise if the clock is

advanced). Ten tortoises v/ere subjected to a six-hour shift

before local solar time after denonstrating a direction pre-

ference in the arena throughout the day. Comparison of the

preferred directions tinder these two sots of conditions

shows a mean shift of 121° for the six tortoises which

showed a preferred direction during the morning testing

period. Tiiis is not a statistically significant difference

(P>.05), \Iat3on and V7illiams Test (1956) from the expected

90 shift and is in the expected counterclockwise direction.

One tortoise (Haw 1) either shifted in the appropriate

direction but greatly overshot the magnitude of the shift

or shifted in the opposite direction. Because no shift in

the opposite direction has yet been reported in phase-shifted

anim.als, I assum.c that this individual was merely overcompen-

sating in the counterclockwise direction and have treated

these results accordingly. lliese data indicate that the tor-

toises are able to utilize a time-compensated sun-compass.
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Only three incivicuals \/ere oriented at noon and

displayed a directional preference at local noon after a six-

hour phase-shift. The observed shift in preferred direction.

T/as also counterclockwise, uith a mean of 107 , even less of

a difference from the expected 90*^ shift than \/a3 the morn-

ing shift, but because of the small sample I was not able

to analyze this statistically. Tnus there is no difference

in the behavior of the shifted tortoises at the tv.'o times

of day.

The compass orientation of the tortoises is not very

precise under the experimental conditions, although it may

be m.ore precise under natural conditions. The mean values

of the shifted directions v'ere not significantly different

from those expected, but there was considerable variation

among individuals and there v;as a tendency for an overshoot.

This inaccuracy may be due to several factors. First, although

the average rate of change of the sun's azimuth is 15 per

hour, the rate is faster around noon and slower in the morn-

ing and evening (Braemer, 1960). Thus, to expect a directional

change of 90 resulting from a six-hour phase-shift may not

be valid. Another factor is the accuracy of the toz'toises'

internal clocks. Tlie mean circacian period under constant
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light is 22:33 hours (p. 5S) . If this period \/ere used as a

basis for time measura'aent , this means that the internal

clock is running faster than solar time and would result in

an average hourly change of 15.8 , A six-hour phase- shift

vjould then cause an expected deviation of 94.0 rather than

90 from the original preferred direction. Individuals

also shov;ed considerable variability of period length. A

tortoise which sho^zed shorter periods would be expected to

show a greater difference bet^^een expected and shifted

directions. The "relatively small number of trials per

tortoise may also have introduced a sampling error. Any or

all of these uncontrolled factors may account for the dis-

crepancy between the expected and the actual shifts in

preferred direction.

Another question concerns vrhich aspect of the sun's

position is being used by the tortoises for compass orienta-

tion. Hoffman (1960) has pointed out that besides a time

sense an animal utilizing the sun for time-compensated solar

orientation may use either the altitude or the azimuth.

The tortoises which were phase- shifted and tested at noon

made alterations in -nreferred directions in the correct
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direction, and of approximately the expected magnitude, even

though the sun was not correct for their subjective time

(1300 LST). Also, there \ias no obvious conflict betvreen

their original preferred directions and the shifted direc-

tions as Braaiier (1960) reported for fish. Braemer regarded

such a conflict as evidence for the utilization of the sun's

altitude. The results obtained v/ith the tortoises parallel,

those obtained by Hoffman (1S60) with starlings and I con-

clude that the gopher tortoises used only the sun's azimuth

for sun-compass orientation.

The ability to orient correctly at noon presents

still another problem because some of the tests were run on

the summer solstice, vzhen the sun's position vras only 7°

from the zenith at the experimental site (Alachua, Florida).

It would be expected that unless the tortoises could dis-

tinguish a radial position difference of only 7° from the

zenith they could not determine the azimuth. No data con-

cerning this aspect of visual acuity have been reported for

tortoises. Psychophysical approaches to this phenomenon

have been conducted on other species. Leibov;itz et al.

(1955) report that humans can localize the radial position

of a light with an error of 4.64°. Pigeons (ilcDonald, 1963)
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can discrImina ta a difference of positicn of 3.4 . Ueicher

of iihese involvec^ the position of a celestial body, but

to'rtoisGS may be able to ceteiinine a 7 difference from tb^e

zenith and thus deter.'Bine the azimuth. Another possibility

is that t Vie v^alls of th.e arena cac>t shado'vfs '/h.en the sun is

not at the zenith position. Shado\/s i.iay provide the

aziKiuthal information to th.e tortoises at noon. Further

studies are needed to resolve this question.

Kavinj;!, established the utili2,£i. tl on of a sun-rxnnpass

by the f'Opher tortoise, tl'e question of adaptive sign.if i caace

of su<:h a raechanism arises. Until the life history of t'nis

species is better hao'^.71 the ans'/cr must remain conjectiiral

.

As has beexi raenticned earlier in this study, ;:j;opher tortoises

seldom \T;ncer far from their burrow's. .-\t close rauv^e ?.

time-compensated sun-compass ^/ould seeru to be of o'lly

seconda-cy impiortance, v/ith the. primary cues being lai^du'narks

and trails. It might be of some use in i.aa!;ing a choice

bfitveen the forks of a brancViing trail, but topical cues

vculd be far m.ore accurate.

It is only vrhen the tortoise has lost sensory contact

\7ith familiar landmarks that the utility of a sun-compass

^:ould be apparerrt. There are several situations when this
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might occur and when the animal might try to regain this

contact: when the fooci supply near the burrow tails, or

when travel out of knoT-m territory in search of a mate might

become necessary. In such cases the ability to determine

directions by a solar co'npass would greatly increase the

wanderer's chances of renewing sensory contact with familiar

landmarks leading to its bii.rrow. The individuality of

direction preference of tortoises from the same geographic

population suggests that their directional preferences have

been learned. If this is true then perhaps these individuals

have a.:qulred a particular direction tendency because they

previously had found food, a mate, or an alternative burrow

in that direction.

However, it is not necessary to assume that the tor-

toise is attenipting to re^-establish contact with familiar

lanomarks in every case in which a direction preference is

shown. There aro situations v/hich would cause the burrow

to lose its attractiveness to the tortoise. A fire that

destroyed the food supply near the burrow might send the

tortoise off in search of a better place or a new burrow.

^n locating a new habitable site the tortoise ^/ould traverse

the greatest distance with the least expendirure of energy
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if it travailed in a 3traip/at line. Such rTiove^ieats co not

precluce the use of lancmarks. It has often been remarked

that all tiravel orientation by animals is almost certainly

composite, involving a number of different sensory cues and

sources of infciTiiaticn.

Ccjmparison of data obtained in tlie field and in the

arena for the same individuals is summarized in Table 7.

It appears tli-rvt '..here landmarks arc present these override

3'"n-compa.';o direction as a guidance mechanism. The dis-

ruptive effect of landmarks has been described previously

for birds (.>.:' riiidt-Koenig, 1965). Only one tort'.;ise vr.ss

unal^le to orient under either the conditions of the open

fieLd o.c th.ose of the arena. One tortoise oriented in the

field l^ut net i.n the arena. Tne preferred direct.! on of t'^is

individual uas directly tovard the tree -line and may refJ.ect

a.n attempt at boh.r.vioral theni-oregula tion. The re'iair.lng

tortoises oriented simllarJ.y under both sets of conditions

altbiough. a statistically significant shift is apparent in

three individuals. It seams likely that any tortoise dis-

placed from familiar territory may use loth a sun-compass

and fi.xed featrrres of the landscape in its orientation.

If tlie tortoise \vere attempting to find its home burroT':',
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then it v,ou1g probably be saardvins for the familiar lanc-

rnark.s s-arrounoing the biArrovf. Landnarl:s similar to familiar

ones mi^':';i'i!: confxise the experiineatal tortoise. If, on the

or.her band, a toi.-toise v/avQ trying to find an area suitable

•for establishing a n^,\j burrow then certain landmark types

might indicate the suitability of the area.,

u'rientation in goplier tortoises tl i.i^ seems to in-

volve tvjo nechanisr,is: a time-coiapensated sun-compass,

perhaps used to establi.'.-h cor^tact v;ith landmarks; and the

landmarks themselves, i^hich provide precise lufornaLicn

rcf^ardin;'^ the pcsition of the home burrov; or a suitable

site, for establishing a iiew burrov^.



CHAPTER 71

SUMiARY

Twenty-t'To t:ort:v:)ises \:er-a displaced short diotarices

froifi i:heir hijrro^vG. If tI\o dlstcnce vas not [^reat chey v/ere

able to return to t'.iis hurrov. ^..'lieri the clstonce of ci:;plac^-

iiieat vms yome\aift greai:er the larger Lortoisos liesCe.d cHrectly

to one of a ni^riiber of othar burro^-/a. Displaced still fcirthar

the cortoiseis '/andered. The raaxir\u:'.i si::e of the hciie :'^:n!^e,

dete'jiviined on the basis of the cist'Uice from the houie bt'rrov."

to the rx^st distant other birrrou, in SijoCO 'a*^ for a ^C cifi

tortoise in a oine-giasslaiid ocotoxie 5n iVji;t]\-ceo.tral

Florida

,

Det;?eea the honie burrov and the fcedi.ig areas are

distiicCt trails i/hich appear to be the priiaary short-ra\)ge

orientation c^ies, Jlxperi^aents vith treaty-- Lv;o tortoises

oa artificial trails indicate that visual and tactile

stiuiuli ore atilized by the tortoises on these trails,

ho a%'ideace v/as obtained for the \ise of oJ.factoiy cues

althou;?;h bluc;:ing the nose vjith \ra:z and testing the tor-

toises in a T niaze i7as don^, Ilo^^ever, this ~enains a

possibility.
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Gopherus polypheniU3 has an internal clock sirailar to

that described for other animals. Under constant light the

mean circadian period is 22:47.1 to 22:53.1 hours depending

on whether the linear regression or the classical method

of calculating mean period length is used. The former seems

to best analyze the data. There is, however, considerable

variation among tortoises; although an individual's period

length is relatively constant, particularly when provided

with a refuge from the imposed light conditions. Under

constant darkness a tortoise either became totally inactive

crshov7eda period length of about 22:34.4 hours, but these

data were obtained from two individuals.

The inaccuracy of the internal clock, compared with

values obtained for other animals, suggests that it is not

suitable for use in celestial navigation— position finding--

but might be sufficient for compass orientation. Tliis is

further supported by the relative ease with which the

activity pattern can be phase-shifted, requiring only one

to two days for a six-hour phase-shift; and seven days for

a twelve-hour shift.

To test the possibility that tortoises are capable

of orienting outside their home range, ti/enty-three tor-

toises were released in an open field at least 5 miles
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iron thc^ir uc'rie burrovs. Over half (55.5'o) sho-reci a stc-cis-

ti(.;ali-'^^ significant indivicual direction preference. Their

preferred cirectien3 had no relation to the hoinevrard diiec-

tion ai\d w'ers Trlcely divergent even araor.g individuals fj.*oi;i

the .GP.ne ."^eogi'ephic population.

To irrty- seven torctoises '.vere tested in 3P. arena -.dnich

e::c].uded all outside landiearks. hineteen of these tortoises

(fi, '';•%) shewed e. significant direction pieferenee in these

tests. Cor.parison of eight indi'.iduals testedi in tlie open

field and in the arena shoved that in on]./ one case \/as the

directi^-n preference the saaie under both ccnditicns, suggest-

ing that landnarks ;;iay have a disimptive effect on the

tortoise's orieni;ation.

io sUv)'s'' taai^ ciiis c ii-ection ^reference in the a-rena

v:as dxie. to son-conoass orientation, ten tortoises v;ere sub-

jected to a phase- shift of six hours earlier than natural

onset of light. I'^^'iis resi^ilted in a change in the expected

eounterclock\/ise direction and the »,''ean shift in preferred

direction v/as not si-rnif icaxitlv different froia the exoected

Siiirt o.
-. r,0 ilec^use the only parameter that vras clianged

phri-r^e of the intcrr;al clcch and the only dlurnally
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flue tjv-a ting crje in the arena vas the position of tlie sun,

it is concluded that the gopher cortolse is capable of sun-

compass orientation.

Therefore, at least one species of turtle has been

sho.'n to be capable of sun-compass orientation. Ho'.vever,

many qaestions ronain to be answered, '\ibat iz the activity

pattern ui^cer natural conditions? Uill a tortoise maintain

its preferred direction over long periods of ti-ne? what is

the value to a toLtoise of being able to utili-e a sim-

corapass? i^Iucli of the ecology and behavior of oheso tor-

uoises raust be examined before a definite ansirer can be

given.
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